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DECODING THE ETHEREUM MERGE 

The Merge is the most significant upgrade to the Ethereum blockchain, 
transitioning it from Proof of Work to a Proof of Stake consensus mechanism. 

From December 2020, the Beacon Chain has been running parallel with 
Ethereum Mainnet using PoS. When the Ethereum total difficulty reaches 
58750000000000000000000 (around September 15th, 2022), the Beacon 
Chain is scheduled to merge with the Ethereum Mainnet as the consensus 
engine for Ethereum network data, including execution layer transactions 
and account balances. PoS validators will be responsible for processing 
transaction validity and proposing new blocks under the PoS consensus 
mechanism.
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PoS will convert the Ethereum blockchain from miner secured to 
validator-secured, reducing energy consumption by 99.95% and 
minimizing the network’s carbon footprint. This move will help create 
a greener blockchain ecosystem and dismantle regulatory attention 
concerning energy usage.

Post Merge Ethereum blockchain will use 0.01 TWh/yr compared to 112 
TWh/yr at the current state in PoW, while Bitcoin mining uses 200 TWh/
yr and gold mining usage is 240 TWh/yr. 
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The Beacon chain has 419,057 validators, and 13.4 million Eth locked, 
which is 11.2% of the total Eth supply. The concerning thing to note here is 
that more than the majority of Eth is staked by centralized companies like 
Coinbase, Lido, Kraken, Binance, Staked.us, etc.

ETHEREUM POS - BEACON CHAIN DEPOSITORS

Post merge, these centralized validators will be validating Ethereum 
transactions which will hinder its decentralization and put it far from 
censorship resistant where regulators can impose restrictions on specific 
addresses transactions, freeze funds, delete/ban certain dApps, etc. 



In PoW, the cost incurred in mining is huge, so to reward the miners, 
the network ETH issuance rate is almost 4.3% per year or 13000 Eth/
per day. Since validators consume less energy to run, the network 
will pay smaller block rewards to incentive validators, and the 
annual issuance will drop to 0.49% per year or 1600 Eth/per day. A 
significant reduction of 87% in daily Ethereum issuance will bolster 
the price action in the long run. 

EIP 1559, which went live during the London hard fork in August 
2021, will act as a cherry on the cake as it burns base fees aka 
minimum fees, to initiate a transaction. However, this upgrade was 
implemented almost a year ago, and we believe the market has 
already priced in this effect. After EIP 1559 implementation, the 
burning rate was high and gradually decreased over time.
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The reward for staking Ethereum is currently 4% APY and may go up to 7-8% 
post-merge because of only 11.2% staking participation. After merge risk gets 
sorted, a long queue of institutions, whales, and retail investors is waiting to 
grab a portion of luring rewards by staking their coins. As more and more Eth 
are staked, the reward rate will decrease, and the network issuance rate will 
increase. 

The increased staking will bolster network security, making it difficult to 
attack the network. But it will diminish the narrative of turning Ethereum into 
a deflationary asset. 

The primary issue with the Ethereum blockchain is high gas fees which 
provided a pathway to Layer 1 coins (Solana, Polkadot, Avalanche) and Layer 
2 coins (Polygon, optimism, Arbitrum) to steal the limelight from Ethereum 
and provide economical ways of doing transactions and deploying dApps. 
We believe the increased adoption, popularity & demand will compel these 
projects to create their ecosystem (some of the projects already have) and 
may start stealing the Ethereum limelight in the long run if the gas fees issue 
is not fixed.



Another essential thing to note is that Ethereum staked on the 
beacon chain will get unlocked and can be withdrawn after another 
network upgrade called Shanghai, estimated a year from now. 
By that time, we believe the network will have staked 30 million 
Eth. This supply unlocked may create a possible demand/supply 
imbalance. However, as mentioned above, an increase in staking 
will reduce the reward, and by the time of upgrade, many validators 
will find other ways to earn high yields, which may create significant 
sell pressure.

To prevent this, Ethereum developers have included a limit on 
exits. Only six validators may exit per epoch, or 43,200 per day out 
of 10 million ETH staked. While applying for these numbers, over 30 
million staked Eth comes to 129,600 ETH and adding new Ethereum 
issuance, which would be around 2800 ETH, makes a total of 
132,400, which is almost ten times of issuance rate under PoW.

To conclude, we believe the merge is putting Ethereum on the 
path of centralization, and there are other significant events in the 
Ethereum roadmap to process 100,000 Tps (like Surge, Verge, and 
Splurge). It will take years to implement these to reduce gas fees 
and increase Tps. It is also possible that Ethereum may not be able 
to maintain its glory by that time. Considering the above analysis 
and correlating the macroeconomic condition, we believe that the 
Merge event is overhyped, and investors should not have FOMO 
(fear of missing out), as historically, we have seen overhyped events  
experience a sell-off after the performance date. 
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info@peakblockchain.com
www.peakblockchain.com

Take a call directly with a blockchain analyst to get 
answers to your questions, or get access to more 
market intelligence reports at peakblockchain.com.


